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. I n t his m ainly exp~s i tory ar t icle deali.ng par~icu~arly with re.cen ~ problems, a compu ta
tlOn~1 problem .of G. I all reln:ted to tilll te projective geometn es IS discu sed in g reater 
d etail. Nurnen cal r esul ts obta1l1ed on SEAC and SW AC are discussed . 

1. Introduction 

All computation on a machine with a fixed number 
of digits :is arithmetic modulo some integer and 
therefore can b e r egarded a number theory. From 
this fact, in "analytic" problems there arise all the 
difficulties associated wi th "round-off," i.e., neglect 
of insignifican t digit . However, ther e are often 
considerable difficul ties in handling actual number 
theoretical problem, e.g., because the numbers may 
grow large rapidly. Code which permi t number 
of arbi tr ary length have been written, but they have 
to be monitored carefully. 

M a Lrices with in tegral clements have b een studied 
for a very long t ime a nd an enonnous number of 
problems arise, both th eoretical and practical. The 
whole vas t class ical theory of quadratic forms comes 
under the theory of symmetric matrice ; ma ny new 
problems have arisen in r ecen t years. Some of the 
problems can b e divided, perhaps, into foUl' Lopics: 

(1) Inversion (sec e.g., J . B . R osser [1]). 
(2) Eigenvalues and eigenvectors. These playa 

role in the deteTluina tion of the class numb er of an 
algebraic number field F by rational methods. F or 
it can be shown that the number of ideal classes coin
cides with the number of classes of matrices S- IAS, 
where A is a matrix with integral elements which is 
a roo t of the algebraic equation determining F, and 
S runs through all unimodular matrices with in tegral 
elemen ts (sec O. T aussky [2, 3]). 

(3) Enumeration of matrices wi th special proper
t ies. H ere we h ave the variou problems concerning 
latin squares, the problems concerning m atrices 
with ± 1 as elemen ts and orthogonal rows (see e.g., 
R.E.A.C. P aley [4] and J. H adamard [5]). The 
study of fini te proj ective geometries has led to new 
problems in this field and some of them will be dis
cussed her e later. A generalization of these problems 
is given by the study of block designs which arc of 
impor tance in statistical work (see M . H all [6], 
H . Ryser [7], R. C. Bose [8], W. S. Connor and 
W. H . Clatworthy [9]). 

(4) M aximization problems. These come actually 
also under the problems discussed in (3), but have 

1 This paper is based on an invited address to the SocietA Italiana por il Pro· 
gresso dellc Seicnzc, in Sicily in 1956; it was prepared with partial su pport from the 
Offiee o[ Na val Research. 
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been studied rather extensively, par ticularly in recent 
years. A J?roto type among these is the assignment 
problem : gIven an n X n matrix ( a ij) determine the 
permuta tion P (i) for which ' 

~aiP(i) 

i max~mum (sec e.g., T . S. Motzkin [11], C. B . 
Tornpicms [1 2], H . W . Kuhn and A. W. Tucker [1 3]). 

2 . Some Problems 

However, many other problems arise which cannot 
easily b~ brough t under these heading. Of t hese 
we mentlOn a few. Matrices wiLh rational in teO'ral ffi . 0 
coe ·. Clen ts are a generalization of r ational integers 
a nd any number theoretical process can be applied 
to Lhem : e.g., any t wo n X n matrices of Lhis Lype 
have a g~'eates~ .common left divisor, a greatest 
common rIgh t dIVIsor, a least co mmon left muHiple, 
a least common righ t mul tiple. If D is the greatest 
common left divisor of A,B, then 

can be solved where P , f) ar c again n X n matrice 
wi th . rational integral coefficients. D iophantine 
equatlOns can be studied, even the F ermat equ ation 

can be considered for matrices. 
Completely new problems arise as well because of 

the noncommuta tivi ty of matrices. A quiLe elemen-

tary example is to express a maLrix ( : ~). with a, 

b, c, d ration(~l i~t). egers a(~d a~l)bC= 1 in term s of the 

genera tor O land 1 O ' A much more dif

ficul t. problem is to ~xpress (when possible) a po itivc 
defimte n X n matn x 0 of rational in tegers in the 
form O=XX' where X is again an n X n matrix of 
rationa~ in tegers and X ' is its tr anspose. If the 
determmant 10[= 1 and n < 8 such a decomposition 
is known to be possible always. Actually to find 
X can be a difficult computational problem (sec [7]) . 



3 . Hermite Normal Forms 

For man~T of the problems concerning matrices of 
rational in tegers the so-called Hermite normal form of 
a matrix A plays an important role. It is a triangular 
matrix obtained by multipJying A with a suitable 
unimodular matrix U of integers and is of the form . 

where hii 2. 0 and 05,h;k<h;; (i < k). 
Another important normal form associated with 

A is the Smith normal form which is a diagonal 
matrix. It is obtained by multiplying A with two 
unimodular matrices G, 11 so that 

l 
UAV = 

o 

o 

4 . Application of the Hermite Normal Form 
to Finite Projective Planes 

An important usc of the H ermite normal form was 
made in the studyof finite projective plane geometries 
(FPP) . An FPP is a set of k elem ents called points 
which are distributed over k lines such that exactly 
n + 1 points lie on each line and exactly n + 1 lines 
pass t hrough a given point. Two distinct points 
are contained in one and only one line; two distinct 
lin es contain one and only one point in common. We 
have k= n2+ n + 1. The number n is called the 
order of the geometry. With such a geometry there 
is associated the so-called k X k incidence matrix 

where 

a ;j= l 
a ;j= O 

line. 

jf the ith point lies on the .ith line, 
if the ith poin t does not lie on the jth 
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Hence any two rows (columns) have a one in common 
in exactly one column (row) and there are n + 1 
elements a ij= l in each row (column) . 

The incidence matrix A is a matrix of integers . 
1£ the lines (points) are numbered in a difl'erent order 
then A is replaced by P A (AQ ) where P and Q are 
permutation matrices. The following two properties 
of A are particularly importan t: 

det A = ± n (n2+nl /2(n + 1), 
AA' = A' A = nI + J , 

where I is the unit matrix and J the matrix consisting 
of l's only. 

G. Pall studied the Smith and Hermite normal 
forms of A (see [14]). H e showed that for square 
free values of n the diagonal elements in the Smith 
form are 

1, 1, . .. , 1, n, .. . , n, n(n+ 1) 

and the diagonal elements of the Hermite normal 
form are 1, or divisors of n, or (n + 1) times a divisor 
of n. 

Two different geometries cannot have the same 
H ermite matrix. Thus the H ermite matrix of a 
geometry is rat her important . G. Pall further 
investigated the p-rank of A , i. e., the maximum 
number of linearly independent rows of A, mod p, 
where p is a prim.e factor of n. 1£ p2 is not a factor 
of n (e .g., if n is square free) then the p-rank of A 
is exactly 

For all other p 

1 
p -rank ':::;"2 (n2+ n) + 1 

holds. As special examples the 2-rank for the 
(unique) geometrr corresponding to n = 4: was com
puted. It is 10 . The 3-rank corresponding to 
n = 9 presented a more difficult task. There are 
two different geometries of order 9. The 91 X 91 
incidence matrices of these geom etries have as 
3-rank 37 and 41 while !-Hn2+ n ) + 1 = 46. These 
values of the 3-rank were computed on SEAC and 
on SWAC. The computation on SEAC was carried 
out by M. Newman; it took 20 hI'. The Hermite 
normal forms of the geometries of order n = 5 and 
n = 7 were also computed; it took 3 hI' for this task. 

5. Further Facts About the Incidence 
Matrix 3 

Incidence matrices have been used to study the 
still unsolved problem: For what value of n is there 
a finite projective plane? So far it is known that 
for n = pT, p a prime number, there is always a 

3 See also reference [15]. 
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finite Pl'oj ecti ve plane. This plan e is uniq uely 
detenmned for n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 7,8. This was estab
lished lor n = 7 by M. Hall [16] and lor n = 8 by 
computations carried out on SW AC by M. H all , 
J. D. Swift and R. J. Walker [17]. 

For n= 6 there is no FPP whatsoever (sec R . H. 
Bruck and H. J. Ryser [18], S. Chowla and H. J. 
Ryser [19]). On the other hand for n = 9 it is known 
that there exist two different geometries; one of these 
satisfies the axiom of D esargues, the other does not. 
For n = 10 it is not known whether a FPP exists . 

A valuable contribution towards the solution of 
t he problem of determining the possible orders of a 
FPP is given by the following theorem of Ryser [20]: 

Let n be odd and let k = n2+ n + l . A ssume nI + J 
= XX' where X is a matrix of integers. Then there 
exists a FPP with n + 1 points on each line. 

However, as pointed out earlier , it is a rather 
difficult computational problem of deciding whether 
a given positive definite matrix of high order splits 
up in the form XX' with X an in tegral matrix . 
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